
State of Our School 
Address

Part I: September 17th and 18th, 2018



“And suddenly you 
know…It’s time to 
start something 

new and trust the 
magic of new 
beginnings.”



We began last year with the following guiding question:

This year, after much thoughtful conversation, we have our answer!

Who do we want our 
students to become, 

as thinkers and as 
learners, as a result 

of their time with us?



Longer 
math 
block

Longer 
literacy 
block

Dedicated 
writing 
block

Full-time 
AART

Flexible 
math 

groups

Less 
transitions

Thinking2

Morning 
Meeting

30 minute 
recess

Maximized 
instructional time 

and improved 
learning outcomes 

for all students!



Responsive Classroom
Inch and Miles: The Journey to Success

Inquiry Based Learning: PBL and PBA
Thinking Routines

Linking to our Learning Model,
focusing on balanced literacy 
instruction—including guided
reading and writing across the
curriculum.

Improved Learning Outcomes 
for All Students!



Responsive Classroom

https://youtu.be/mhV6AcBxeBc


Responsive Classroom

Responsive Home





As SEL applies to all 
students, so does access to 

AAP curriculum and 
resources…

• General Education
• Special Education
• Level IV Learners





Thinking 
Routines

Academic 
Conversation

Interactive 
ModelingLearning vs. 

Work

Flexible
Seating

Social and 
Emotional 
Learning

Redesigned
Master

Schedule

Project and 
Problem-

Based



Tools used over and over again in the classroom, that support specific thinking moves 
such as:
• Making connections • Describing what’s there • Building explanations • Considering 
different viewpoints and perspectives • Capturing the heart and forming conclusions  
• Reasoning with evidence

Structures, through which students collectively as well as individually initiate, 
explore, discuss, document, and manage their thinking. These structures are: 
• Explicit: They have names to identify them • Instrumental: They are goal directed 
and purposeful • A few steps: Easy to learn, and easy to remember • Individual as well 
as group practices • Useful across a variety of contexts • Help to reveal students’ 
thinking and make more visible

Patterns of behavior adopted to help one use the mind to form thoughts, reason, or 
reflect. We see these patterns emerging as the routines: 
• Are used over and over.    • Become engrained in us both teachers and students. • 
Flexibility emerges.



Global Classroom

Pilot Partnership Program



• Guided Reading
• Shared Reading
• Independent Reading
• Read-Aloud
• Reader’s Workshop
• Writer’s Workshop
• Guided Writing
• Shared Writing
• Independent Writing
• Writing and Reading Across the 

Curriculum

What Does Responsive Literacy 
Look Like and Sound Like in the Classroom?



Your child is not a reading level.
Guided Reading 

using powerful, engaging, 
original texts to advance 
each student’s ability to 

process increasingly 
challenging books with 

fluency and 
comprehension.





School Innovation and Improvement Plan
Our Beliefs…Our Actions



School Innovation and Improvement Plan

Goal 1:

Goal 2:



Raising our thinking to the higher power!

1                         2  3                           4



Invent a headline for our school 
year that captures what you 

believe is the most important 
point from tonight’s 

presentation.

Write your thoughts on the sentence strip.



What questions do you have?

We are excited for a wonderful year!
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